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Abstract: Microengraving is a novel immunoassay for characterizing multiple protein
secretions from single cells. During the immunoassay, characteristic diffusion and kinetic
time scales τ D and τ K determine the time for molecular diffusion of proteins secreted from
the activated single lymphocytes and subsequent binding onto the glass slide surface
respectively. Our results demonstrate that molecular diffusion plays important roles in the
early stage of protein adsorption dynamics which shifts to a kinetic controlled mechanism in
the later stage. Similar dynamic pathways are observed for protein adsorption with
significantly fast rates and rapid shifts in transport mechanisms when C0* is increased a
hundred times from 0.313 to 31.3. Theoretical adsorption isotherms follow the trend of
experimentally obtained data. Adsorption isotherms indicate that amount of proteins secreted
from individual cells and subsequently captured on a clean glass slide surface increases
monotonically with time. Our study directly validates that protein secretion rates can be
quantified by the microengraving immunoassay. This will enable us to apply microengraving
immunoassays to quantify secretion rates from 104–105 single cells in parallel, screen
antigen-specific cells with the highest secretion rate for clonal expansion and quantitatively
reveal cellular heterogeneity within a small cell sample.
Keywords: protein adsorption; interface; transport dynamics; transport mechanisms; single
cells; protein secretion; microengraving; immunoassay
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1. Introduction
1.1. Scaling Arguments of Protein Adsorption Dynamics in Microengraving Immunoassay
Many cells secrete proteins into their surrounding microenvironment. These secreted proteins play
important biological functions within living organisms [1,2] and in other processes [3]. For example,
lymphocytes are at the core of adaptive immunity. Activation of T or B lymphocytes through contact
with foreign antigens and subsequent secretion of multiple cytokines and immunoglobulins (antibodies)
are required for production of an effective immune response [4–7]. Therefore, the ability to detect
multiple proteins is critical to characterize immunological responses to pathogens, allergens, or self-antigens
in autoimmune diseases [8–10].
The microengraving immunoassay was developed based on the mechanism of ELISA [11,12].
A dense, elastomeric array of wells with subnanoliter volumes (125 pL each) was used to generate
printed microarrays of cytokines released by polyclonally and antigen-specifically activated human
T cells in our previous study [13]. The microengraving immunoassay is based on intaglio printing, in
which a glass slide is temporarily sealed to the array of nanowells to capture proteins secreted by
confined cells in both a multiplexed and quantitative manner. This immunoassay enabled identification
and recovery of antigen-specific cells with highest secretion rates for clonal expansion [14,15].
Adsorption of proteins onto a glass slide is a dynamic process. The effectiveness of protein
adsorptions is influenced by rate of delivery of proteins to sublayer of the glass slide as well as adsorption
kinetics. Equilibrium surface concentration Γe depends on the tendency of proteins adsorbed. The
simplest model which adequately describes the gross equilibrium behavior of a wide variety of proteins
is the Langmuir isotherm [16,17]:

(

)

Γe Γ∞ = ( konC0 koff ) / ( konC0 koff ) + 1 = ( C0 K D ) / (1 + C0 K D )

(1)

where Γ ∞ is the maximum surface concentration, kon and koff are associate and dissociate constants
respectively, and KD is defined as the ratio of the dissociate to the associate constants, i.e., KD = koff / kon.
When proteins are secreted from a single cell in microengraving immunoassay (Figure 1A), they
diffuse through microwells to the sublayer of the sealing glass slide and bind onto it. Scaling arguments
could provide a quantitative understanding for this process. First, consider the fresh interface adsorption
to a planar surface from bulk solution with an initially uniform concentration C0. At equilibrium, the
surface concentration is given by adsorption isotherm Γe (C0). The maximum rate at which proteins’
molecular diffusion proceeds is obtained when setting the concentration of proteins at sublayer to zero.
Under such circumstance, the surface concentration of proteins absorbed at diffusion controlled
limit [16–18] is given by:
ΓD (t ) = 2C0 Dt π

(2)

where τD defines the characteristic time required for molecular diffusion of proteins through the
microwell to establish an equilibrium monolayer assuming infinitely fast surface kinetics. Molecular
diffusion time scale is calculated as τD = h2/D [16,17], where h is the length for the protein’s molecular
diffusion. It is constrained by the dimension of the microwell in this study. The kinetic limit at
which proteins bind onto the surface of glass slide can be obtained by integrating the kinetic equation
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by setting the proteins’ sublayer concentration as C0 (i.e., no bulk molecular diffusion). The Langmuir
equation [16–18] of the kinetic adsorption is given by:

(

Γ K (t ) = Γ e 1 − e

− ( koff + C0kon ) t

)

(3)

where τK is defined as characteristic kinetic time necessary for proteins in the sublayer to bind onto the
surface of the glass slide in absence of molecular diffusion. From above equation, the characteristic
kinetic time scale τK can be estimated as τK = (konC0 + koff)–1 by assuming Cs = C0 [16].

Figure 1. (A) Microengraving immunoassay and (B) adsorption mechanisms. Once the
proteins diffuse to the subsurface they will either instantaneously adsorb at the interface in
accordance with the diffusion-controlled model or/and will have to pass through a potential
barrier to adsorb (kinetic controlled and diffusive-kinetic-mixed mechanisms).
1.2. Protein Adsorption Mechanisms in Microengraving Immunoassay
In microengraving immunoassay, when proteins are secreted from a single cell, they first diffuse from
the cell surface to a sublayer of the glass slide surface. The sublayer of the glass slide surface is
theoretically treated as an imaginary plane (dashed line in Figure 1B), which is a few molecular
diameters below the interface. At the initial stage, the surface of the glass slide tends to be an empty site.
Then, proteins diffused to the sublayer of the glass slide adsorb directly onto it while also achieving correct
orientation (Figure 1B). The glass slide surface becomes occupied with protein adsorption. The
probability that proteins will bind to a more crowded site is also increased. Desorption will take effect
and back diffusion from the sublayer to the bulk solution must then also be considered. Depending on
the rates of diffusion and kinetic association and dissociation, the dynamic protein adsorption process
can be limited by (1) molecular diffusion of proteins to the sublayer of glass slide, these cases are referred
as diffusion-controlled; (2) surface kinetic adsorption or binding, these cases are defined as kinetic
controlled; (3) both steps of diffusion and kinetic adsorption under mixed diffusion-kinetic mechanism.
The diffusion controlled mechanism assumes that molecular diffusion of proteins from the surface of
the single cell to a sublayer of the glass slide surface is the rate-controlling step, and the timescale which
proteins diffuse from the sublayer to the surface of glass slide is very fast. Under such circumstances,
adsorption kinetics are much faster than the molecular diffusion, and protein molecules that reach the
sublayer of the glass slide immediately adsorb onto the glass slide surface. The concentration of proteins
at the sublayer of the glass slide tends to be zero, and the driving force for the molecular diffusion is
simply proportional to the bulk concentration. The larger this concentration, the faster is the transport of
proteins from the bulk to the glass slide. Under the diffusion controlled mechanism, the protein surface
concentration is proportional to square root of time at the initial stage and inverse-square-root of time
for longer time protein adsorption dynamics [19,20].
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The kinetic controlled mechanism assumes that the protein adsorption process overall is kinetically
controlled and governed by an activation barrier. When proteins reach the sublayer of the glass slide, the
proteins do not instantaneously adsorb onto the interface, they need to overcome a potential energy
barrier and be in the correct orientation for adsorption. This adsorption barrier decreases the adsorption
rate, and hence the transfer of proteins from the sublayer to the interface of glass slide is the
rate-determining step [19].
The mixed diffusion-kinetic controlled adsorption assumes that the proteins undergo molecular
diffusion from the single cell’s surface to the sublayer of the glass slide, following the same diffusion
equations as for the diffusion controlled mechanism. However, kinetic barrier also exerts an influence
on the protein adsorption dynamics. This influence requires longer times for protein adsorption to be
equilibrated on the glass slide surface than the diffusion controlled cases.
1.3. Theoretical Model Method
To simulate the adsorption dynamics of proteins onto the glass slide surface in microengraving
immunoassay, the single cell was assumed to be a sphere of radius r0 sitting in the bottom of the
microwell (Figure 1A). Convective flow was negligible and molecular diffusion of secreted proteins was
predominant in the confined volume. The initial surface concentration of the captured proteins was zero,
i.e., Γ = 0 at t = 0. Protein secretion was treated as a continuous point source defined as N = φt on the
surface of the single cell [21]. Where N is the total proteins secreted from the single cell, φ is the rate
of secretion, and t is the incubation time. The bulk concentration C0 is defined as protein concentration
on the surface of the single cell at a certain incubation time. The dynamic protein transport equations
include three equations. The first is the unsteady state diffusion equation in Cartesian coordinates in
the microwell:

∂C * ∂r = ∂Γ ' ∂τ

(4)

The second is the kinetic protein adsorption mass balance equation at the glass slide surface. The
third is the relation equating the accumulation of proteins on the glass slide surface to the molecular
diffusive flux. This correlation matches the kinetic adsorption and molecular diffusive flux at the
sublayer of the glass slide. Nondimensionalizing the surface concentration Γ by the maximum surface
concentration Γ ∞ ( Γ ' = Γ Γ ∞ ), and time by the diffusion time scale [22] τ D (τ = t τ D ), the nondimensional
form of kinetic equation [16–18] becomes:

(

d Γ' dτ = ka CR* 0 (1 − Γ' ) − Γ'

)

(5)

where ka is the ratio of the bulk diffusion time scale τ D to the kinetic scale for dissociation koff−1 : ka = koff τ D .
Note that the diffusional timescale τ D is selected to nondimensionalize time which is independent of
bulk concentrations. Same nondimensional time is used for simulations at different bulk concentrations
C 0* to represent the same dimensional point in time. Protein concentrations captured on glass slide
surface Γ ' (τ ) can be easily compared to one another.
In this work, protein concentration in microwell is non-dimensionalized by K D , and is defined as
*
C = C K D , and C0* = C0 K D . Protein concentration at surface of glass slide is non-dimensionalized by C0*
and is defined as Γ'* = Γ ' C0* . Distance from surface of the single cell r is non-dimensionalized by Γ ∞ K D
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and is specified as r * = rK D Γ ∞ . The boundary condition at the sublayer of glass slide is expressed by
following Equation (5), correlating the protein consumption flux at the sublayer of glass slide to the
kinetic adsorption [23]:

( ∂C

*

∂r

*

)

( (

= ∂Γ ∂τ = k a C R 1 − Γ
'

*

R0 = K D R0 / Γ ∞

*

0

"

)−Γ )
'

(6)

where R0 represents the distance of the surface of glass slide from the surface of the single cell.
The following procedures [16,17] were used to obtain numerical solutions for above equations. For
clean glass slide capture, the initial surface coverage Γ' (τ ) is small, and the kinetic Equation (4) is linear

( d Γ dτ = ka (CR 0 − Γ ) ). An analytical solution of Equation (4) was developed. A small Δτ was chosen as
the time step. The kinetic binding at the first few (i-1) time steps Γ' (τ i ) (τ i = iΔτ ) were calculated using
above analytical solutions. For the next (i th) step, (a) the i-2 and i-1 values of C R* 0 and Γ' (τ ) solutions
were used to obtain an extrapolated value for C R* 0 (τ i ) and Γ' (τ i ) ; (b) Equation (4) was used to compute
'

(d Γ

'

*

'

dτ ) , the derivative at step i, from the values of C R* 0 (τ i ) and Γ' (τ i ) obtained in (a); a corrected estimate
i

of Γ' (τ i ) was obtained from the value of the derivative at step i; (c) Equation (5) was applied to obtain a
corrected value for C R* 0 (τ i ) with the (d) comparison of the corrected values with the extrapolated estimate
from step (a); and iteration of steps (b) and (c) to generate further corrected values till reaching a
prescribed tolerance.
2. Experimental Section
2.1. Recombinant Protein, Antibody and Antibody Conjugations
Recombinant interleukin 17 (IL17) and monoclonal antibodies used to capture IL17 were purchased
from eBioscience (Minneapolis, MN, USA). Affinity-purified polyclonal antibodies for detecting IL17
(eBioscience) were labeled by conjugating the antibodies with NHSester activated fluorescent dyes, and
purified by spin column (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The average degree of labeling using the
commercial kits was 3–4 dyes per antibody.
2.2. Preparing Poly-Lysine Glass Slides
Poly-L-lysine slides were prepared based on published protocols available online
(http://cat.ucsf.edu/pdfs/PolylysineSlides.pdf). Briefly, 3″ × 1″ glass slides (Corning, Lowell, MA,
USA) were cleaned in 2.5 M NaOH in 60% ethanol for 2 h, and thoroughly washed with deionized (DI)
water. Cleaned slides were submerged in 0.001% poly-L-lysine solution (diluted in 0.1 × PBS) for 1 h,
further washed with DI water, dried, and stored in a desiccator until use.
2.3. Immobilization of Capture Antibody on Poly-Lysine Glass Slides
Capture antibody was immobilized on glass slides functionalized with poly-lysine for 2 h at room
temperature (25 μg/mL concentration in Borate buffer comprising 50 mM sodium borate, 8 mM sucrose,
and 50 mM NaCl (pH 9.0)). The slides were blocked with BSA (1% w/v in PBS) for 1 h at room
temperature, washed three times with PBS, dipped in DI water, and spun dry.
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2.4. Staining Captured Proteins on Reference Slides
A capture antibody (50 μg/mL) was spotted on the surface of poly-L-lysine slides (1 μL/spot) and
incubated for 1 h at room temperature. After blocking and washing the surface, the glass slide was placed
in a 96-well Microplate Microarray Hardware (MMH96, ArrayIt, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). Then, 100 μL
of recombinant IL17 (10 ng/mL) was added on each spot. The serial dilution was conducted to obtain
4–5 spots on the same glass slide with different doses. After a 2 h incubation at 37 °C, the slide was washed.
A fluorescently labeled detection antibody (2 μg/mL) was applied for 30–60 min in the dark at room
temperature. After incubation, the slide was washed with 0.05% Tween in PBS for three times, PBS
three times, dipped in DI water, and spun dry. Images of the microarrays were collected by laser-based
microarray scanners (Genepix 4000B and 4200AL, Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA), and
analyzed using the accompanying software (Genepix Pro, Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) to
quantify the mean fluorescent intensities (MFIs) of each spot within the array.
3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Characteristic Diffusion Time Scale τ D and Kinetic Time Scale τ K
The dynamic protein adsorption process in microengraving immunoassay includes protein secretion
from a single cell, molecular diffusion and kinetic binding onto the glass slide surface. Two time scales
characterize this process. The first, τ D , is the time required for molecular diffusion of proteins in the
microwell to establish an equilibrium monolayer assuming infinitely fast surface binding kinetics. The
second, τ K , is the kinetic time necessary for protein in the sublayer to bind onto the glass slide surface
in the absence of molecular diffusion. The two characteristic diffusion and kinetic time scales τ D and
τ K were calculated for different conditions using the scaling method [16–18,22] as detailed in Table 1.
Table 1. Characteristic diffusion time scale τ D and kinetic time scale τ K at different conditions.
kon (M−1·s−1)
1.15 × 104
1.15 × 104
1.15 × 104
1.15 × 104

koff (s−1)
0.0001
0.001
0.01
0.1

KD (M)
8.7 × 10−9
8.7 × 10−8
8.7 × 10−7
8.7 × 10−6

φ (molecule/s)

τ D (s)

τ K (s)

ka

1
10
100
1000

14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5

7620
762.0
76.2
7.62

1.45 × 10−3
1.45 × 10−2
0.145
1.45

C*0 = 3.13

1.15 × 105
1.15 × 105
1.15 × 105
1.15 × 105

0.0001
0.001
0.01
0.1

8.7 × 10−1°
8.7 × 10−9
8.7 × 10−8
8.7 × 10−7

1
10
100
1000

14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5

2420
242.0
24.2
2.42

1.45 × 10−3
1.45 × 10−2
0.145
1.45

C*0 = 31.3

1.15 × 106
1.15 × 106
1.15 × 106
1.15 × 106

0.0001
0.001
0.01
0.1

8.7 × 10−11
8.7 × 10−1°
8.7 × 10−9
8.7 × 10−8

1
10
100
1000

14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5

310
31.0
3.1
0.31

1.45 × 10−3
1.45 × 10−2
0.145
1.45

C*0 = 0.313

In Table 1, the parameters of the cell’s biophysical properties and related with proteins were
determined from reported values in the literature [21]. In this work, the diameter of a single lymphocyte
was fixed as 5 μm. The diffusion coefficient D was defined as 1.4 × 10 −10 m 2 /s . The secretion rate of ϕ
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was varied from 1 molecule/s to 1000 molecules/s, which cover the low secretion rates (<100 molecules/s)
from primary cytokine or chemokine secreting cells to high secretion rates (in the order of magnitude of
1000 molecules/s) from activated B lymphocytes including plasma cells and plasmablasts as well as
optimized cell lines used in biomanufacturing such as CHO cells [24,25]. The maximum surface
concentration Γ∞ was calculated as 8.47 × 10−9 mole/m 2 [21]. In this work, the C 0* was calculated at typical
microengraving incubation time of 2 h unless specified. Associate constant kon and dissociate constant
k off were chosen therefore the values of K D (the ratio of k off to k on physically represents the equilibrium
dissociation constant between the antibody and its antigen), in the range of the representative values of
mouse monoclonal antibodies [21,26,27]. The values of these parameters was chosen based on
experimental measurements [22] and also varied systematically with increment of 10-, 100- and/or
1000- fold changes. The length of protein’s molecular diffusion is constrained by the distance between
the surface of single cell and the glass slide surface as 45 um. This gives the characteristic time scale for
diffusion τ D of 14.5 s. τ D will be a useful lower bound for the protein adsorption, since the transport
dynamics cannot be faster than the diffusion-controlled cases. C 0* is mainly determined by the secretion
rate and K D . At certain secretion rate ϕ , an increase of C 0* results in decrease of kinetic time scales of
τ K as detailed in Table 1. At fixed C 0* , kinetic time scale τ K becomes 10 times smaller when the
secretion rate ϕ is increased 10 times higher in the range of 1–1000 molecules/s. τ K has a wide range
of values from 0.31 s to 7620 s. Higher kinetic time scale τ K requires longer time for proteins adsorption
to be equilibrated on the glass slide surface.
3.2. Concentration of Protein Captured on Glass Slide Surface as a Function of Time

Γ ' (τ )

describes the nondimensionalized concentration of proteins captured on glass slide surface as a
function of dimensionless time τ . Γ ' (τ ) was calculated as a function of ka (also a function of K D ) at
C 0* = 0.313 for diffusion-controlled cases (Figure S1A), kinetic controlled cases (Figure 2A) and
diffusion-kinetic mixed cases (Figure 2B,C). These figures represent a thousand-fold increase in the
protein secretion rate ϕ as well as binding affinity K D . Similar simulations were carried out for one
hundred times increment of C0* at C 0* = 3.13 (Figure 3) and C 0* = 31.3 (Figure 4).
Equation (2) defines adsorption dynamic profiles under diffusion controlled mechanism, in which the
amount of captured protein is proportional to the product of the square root of time and the bulk
concentration which equals the protein concentration on the surface of the single cell. As we know that
C0 ∝ N . N = φ t , therefore, C0 is proportional to φ:
Γ ' (τ )

Γ D ( t ) ∝ φ Dt 3 π

(7)

Equation (7) states that the amount of captured protein is mainly proportional to the secretion rate.
Diffusion controlled profiles (Figure S1A) show the rapid increase of Γ ' (τ ) with τ . From Figure S1A,
we can also see that the adsorption dynamics is mainly influenced by the secretion rate ϕ and is
independent of kinetic parameters of kon , and koff . In which the increases of secretion rate ϕ are
indicated by the increases of ka (from right to left in Figure S1). Diffusion controlled profiles provide
the upper limits of adsorption dynamics. Linear trends are clearly demonstrated in these diffusion
controlled cases (Figures S1A).
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Figure 2. Concentration of protein captured on glass slide surface as a function of time Γ ' (τ )
for C 0* = 0.313 , (A) kinetic controlled, (B) Γ ' (τ ) and (C) Γ '* (τ ) at finite diffusion-kinetic cases.

Figure 3. Concentration of protein captured on glass slide surface as a function of time Γ ' (τ )
for C 0* = 3.13 , (A) kinetic limited, (B) Γ ' (τ ) and (C) Γ '* (τ ) at finite diffusion-kinetic cases.

Figure 4. Concentration of protein captured on glass slide surface as a function of time Γ ' (τ )
for C0* = 31.3 , (A) kinetic limited, (B) Γ ' (τ ) and (C) Γ '* (τ ) at finite diffusion-kinetic cases.
The Langmuir kinetic equation (Equation (3)) gives the kinetic limited profiles (Figures 2A–4A).
These profiles show that protein adsorptions at kinetic limited cases are much slower than those of
diffusion limited cases (Figure S1A) since protein molecules have to overcome a kinetic barrier to adsorb
onto the glass slide surface.
The linear correlations between the nondimentional Γ '* (τ ) and square root of non-dimensional time
( τ ) before curve's peaks are clearly shown in Figures 2C–4C. These linear trends indicate that
molecular diffusion play important roles in the early stage of protein adsorption dynamics. Then, kinetic
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factors take effect in the protein adsorption process. Kinetic barriers slow down the protein adsorption,
reduce protein adsorption rates and result in the turning of the linear relationship in protein adsorption
dynamics (Figures 2C–4C). At fixed C 0* , an increase of secretion rates increases ka (also K D ). This
results in the earlier turning of the linear correlation (Figures 5B–7B), which suggests that protein
adsorption mechanism is switched from a diffusion controlled to a kinetic controlled mechanism. This
observation is also consistent with other studies [28–31]. Quicker shifting to kinetic controlled
mechanism at higher secretion rates (higher ka and also K D ) suggests a faster shift in the transport
mechanism. Similar dynamic pathway of protein adsorption is observed with notably fast rates and rapid
shifts in transport mechanisms when C 0* is increased a hundred times from 0.313 to 31.3. From Figure 2C to
Figure 4C, the C 0* increases 100 fold from 0.313 to 31.3. The maximum surface concentration Γ∞ was
defined by the maximum binding cites of capture antibody (Ab). In our study, Γ∞ was the same since we
coated the same concentration of capture Ab. Therefore, the maximum values of Γ '* (τ ) decrease with
the 100 fold increase of C0* as shown from Figure 2C to Figure 4C.
Torres et al. used a commercial software (COMSOL Multiphysics 3.3) and simulated the protein
adsorption dynamics in both open and close systems [32]. Surface concentrations are not saturated in
several situations of the open system. There are several different situations occurred during the
microengraving immunoassay. First, the maximum surface concentration Γ∞ (same as the maximum
protein binding sites) is determined by the concentration of capture antibody coated on the poly-lysine
glass slide. Since we used the same concentration of capture antibody, the maximum surface
concentration Γ∞ stays the same. Second, the adsorption of protein onto the glass slide is similar as the
binding between the antigen and its antibody, it is very specific. As long as there is free binding site, the
protein will bind onto the capture antibody. This will make the surface concentration approach the
saturation at long enough time. Third, the bulk concentration is not a constant as used in the surfactant
adsorption process. Protein secretion by a single cell is generally assumed as a continuous process [21,32,33]
so the bulk concentration of protein C0* (τ ) accumulate with time and become bigger and bigger (Figure S3).
Therefore Γe can approach Γ∞, or Γe/ Γ∞ approaches 1 if C0/KD is big enough (Equation (1)).
3.3. Protein Adsorption Rate as a Function of Time d Γ' dτ
The first order derivative of Equation (2) defines protein adsorption rates under a diffusion controlled
mechanism. Straight lines are clearly shown in plots of protein adsorption rates d Γ ' dτ as a function of
square root of non-dimensional time ( τ ) (Figure S1B). In diffusion controlled cases, increase of
secretion rate accompanies increases of ka and K D , and results in higher magnitudes of adsorption rates
(Figure S1B). Maximum magnitudes of adsorption rates are mainly determined by the secretion rates
and independent of C0* (Figure S1B).
The first order derivative of the Langmuir kinetic equation (Equation (3)) gives the protein adsorption
rates under a kinetic controlled mechanism (Figures 5A–7A), in which different scales were used to
provide maximum information. Maximum magnitudes of protein adsorption rates at kinetic limited cases
are about several order magnitudes lower than those of diffusion limited cases (Figure S1B). Kinetic
controlled profiles appear as Gaussian distributions not linear correlations between dΓ ' dτ and τ . At
C 0* = 0 .313 , increment of secretion rate increases k a and also K D , and adsorption rate curves shift from
right to left side with increase of maximum magnitudes (Figure 5B). At fixed ka , increased values of C 0*
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to 3.13 and 31.3 also increase ten to hundred times the maximum magnitudes of adsorption rates
(Figures 6B and 7B).

Figure 5. Protein Adsorption Rates as a Function of Time d Γ' dτ for

C0* = 0.313 ,

(A) kinetic

controlled; (B) finite diffusion-kinetic cases.

Figure 6. Protein Adsorption Rates as a Function of Time d Γ' dτ for C0* = 3.13 , (A) kinetic
limited; (B) finite diffusion-kinetic cases.

Figure 7. Protein Adsorption Rates as a Function of Time d Γ' dτ for C0* = 31.3 , (A) kinetic
limited; (B) finite diffusion-kinetic cases.
At the early stage, the protein adsorption rate dΓ' dτ increases with the square root of nondimensional
time ( τ ) in an approximately linear correlation till reaching peak values (Figures 5B–7B). Protein
adsorption behaviors within this stage show similar trends in diffusion controlled cases. The diffusion
mechanism is dominant at this stage, then transport mechanism switches over to kinetic controlled when
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maximum adsorption rates are attained. At fixed C 0* , the highest protein adsorption rate dΓ ' dt is
achieved at the highest secretion rate (the highest ka and also the highest K D ). Then, protein adsorption
rates decay in an exponential manner till reaching equilibrium values. The differences between the
maximum dΓ' dτ become more notable with increase of C 0* as illustrated from Figure 5B to Figure 7B.
Transport mechanism in protein adsorption dynamics shifts earlier at higher K D (also higher secretion
rates), as indicated by decreased adsorption rates after reaching the turning points (peaks of Figures 5B–7B).
For finite diffusion-kinetic protein adsorption, both molecular diffusion and kinetic adsorption take
effects. Protein adsorption rates dΓ ' dτ are combination of molecular diffusion and kinetic adsorption
contributions. Magnitudes of protein adsorption rates dΓ ' dτ are in the ranges of upper limits of diffusion
limited and lower limits of kinetic limited cases. The trends of protein adsorption rates dΓ ' dτ are also
kinds of combinations of diffusion limited and kinetic limited cases. Kinetic effects make more
contributions to the protein adsorption dynamics with increase of C 0* . The shapes of protein adsorption
rates dΓ' dτ become more similar as those of kinetic limited with increases of C 0* after reaching peak
values. These results further support that transport mechanism of dynamic protein adsorption shifts from
molecular diffusion controlled to kinetic influenced with increases of C 0* .
3.4. Concentration of Protein in the Solution and at Sublayer as a Function of Time C(r,t) and C R' 0 ( t )
Concentration of protein at sublayer CR' 0 ( t ) is normalized with protein concentration at the single
cell’s surface C0 . Magnitudes of CR' 0 ( t ) increase with time and approach to 1 eventually. At fixed C 0* ,
magnitudes of CR' 0 ( t ) are also influenced by the secretion rates. The higher secretion rates, the higher K D .
This also results in higher CR' 0 ( t ) , and faster approaching of the CR' 0 ( t ) to 1. The differences within CR' 0 ( t )
at different secretion rates become more notable with the increase of C 0* from 0.313 to 31.3 (Figure S2).
For concentration distribution curve of C* ( r, t ) as a function of distance from the surface of the single
cell, sharp exponential decay curves are observed at initial stages (data not shown). These curves quickly
develop into linear decreasing lines during the microengraving process. Less sharp exponential decay
curves are observed eventually. C 0* (Figure S3) is determined crucially by the secretion rate. CR' 0 ( t ) is
determined by both the secretion rate φ and the kinetic parameter K D . As we knew, the bulk
concentration C0 defined as protein concentration on the surface of the single cell at certain incubation
time is proportional to the total proteins secreted from the single cell, i.e., C0 ∝ N . N = φt , and C0* = C0 K D .
We can infer that C0* ∝ φ K D . From Table 1, we can see that the ratios of ϕ to KD remain the same for all
the cases at a fixed value of C 0* . Consistent results are demonstrated for a wide ranges of C 0* and ka .
3.5. Protein Adsorption Isotherms
The correlation between the concentration of protein captured on the glass slide Γ ' (τ ) and the protein
concentration on the surface of the single cell C0, which are calculated at a certain incubation time of the
microengraving immunoassay, gives protein adsorption isotherms. As we knew that the bulk
concentration C0 defined as protein concentration on the surface of the single cell at certain incubation
time is proportional to the total proteins secreted from the single cell, i.e., C0 ∝ N . N = φt . C0 is
proportional to φ. Therefore, the adsorption isotherm of Γ ' (τ ) vs. φ can be constructed. Kinetic
parameters of capture Abs are fixed in experiments. In this work, adsorption isotherms of Γ ' (τ ) were
calculated as a function of secretion rate φ at fixed KD and at different incubation time including 2 h, 1 h and
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0.5 h (Figure 8) covering the protein secretion rate from 1–10,000 molecules/s. The zoomed part of range
from 1 to 100 molecules/s is shown in Figure S4.

Figure 8. Adsorption isotherms (KD = 8.7 × 10−9 M) at different incubation time of 2 h,
1 h, and 0.5 h.
Parameter C0* is proportional to the ratio of protein secretion rate φ at certain incubation time to
binding affinity K D . Under defined values of K D , the value of C0* is determined exclusively by protein
secretion rate φ. The concentration of protein captured on the glass slide

Γ ' (τ )

of y axis of theoretical

adsorption isotherm (Figure 8) is proportional to MFIs of y axis of experimental adsorption isotherm
(Figure 9B). The secretion rate φ of x axis of theoretical adsorption isotherm (Figure 8) is proportional
to concentration of recombinant IL17 of x axis of experimental adsorption isotherm (Figure 9B). The
consistence of theoretical adsorption isotherms (Figure 8) with the experimental result (Figure 9B) indicates
that protein secretion rates from a single cell can be quantified by the microengraving immunoassay.

Figure 9. Experimentally obtained adsorption isotherm of interleukin (IL17). (A) image of
spot assay, (B) experimental adsorption isotherm of IL17.
4. Conclusions
Time evolutions of protein concentration captured on the glass slide surface and in the confined
volume of microwells have been investigated with one thousand-fold changes of secretion rates ϕ and
kinetic associate and dissociate constants kon and koff . Controlling mechanisms for protein adsorption
dynamics change as functions of secretion rates, binding affinity K D and bulk concentration C 0* from
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diffusion to mixed kinetic-diffusion control. At the initial stage, protein bulk concentration is low, and
the influence of molecular diffusion is more important in protein adsorption dynamics. With increase of
bulk concentration of C 0* , kinetic control takes effect. The dynamic protein adsorption process shifts
from diffusion controlled to kinetic influenced in the transport mechanism.
Theoretical adsorption isotherms are obtained by the employed numerical method considering the
molecular diffusion of proteins at the sublayer of the glass slide in the microwell, combined with the
adsorption kinetics at the sublayer of the glass slide at different C 0* and ka (also different K D ). The
theoretical adsorption isotherms follow a similar trend as the experimentally obtained calibration curve,
in which the amount of protein from individual cells captured on a binding surface increases
monotonically with secretion rate. Therefore the microengraving immunoassay can be used to quantify
the protein secretion rates from single cells, and determine the distribution of secretion rates for proteins
of interest among single cells within a cell population.
Understanding of protein adsorption dynamics helps us to quantify protein secretion rates for ~104–105
single primary human lymphocytes in parallel. This quantitative analysis of secretion rates allow us to
screen antigen-specific cells with highest secretion rate, retrieve single cells of interest for clonal
expansion and reveal cellular heterogeneity within a cell sample.
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